Introduction {#S0001}
============

The survival and growth of cancerous cells in different organs highly depend on the ability of cells to adapt to and exploit the surrounding microenvironment. Cancer cells can develop a symbiotic relationship with different stromal compartments, such as endothelial cells, fibroblasts and immune cells to reverse tissue homeostasis toward a tumour-supporting microenvironment \[[1](#CIT0001)\]. This cooperation promotes an invasive phenotype in tumour cells and further supports tumour progression through enhancement of angiogenesis, alteration of the extracellular matrix (ECM) and facilitation of tumour immune evasion \[[2](#CIT0002)\]. The supporting role of the microenvironment in the brain is defined by specialized stromal cells such as astrocytes, microglia, and neurons, the distinct composition of the ECM and the presence of a blood--brain barrier. For detailed reviews of the brain tumour microenvironment, see Ref. \[[3](#CIT0003),[4](#CIT0004)\].

Extracellular vesicles (EVs) have emerged as important means of intercellular communication that contribute to the interaction of tumour cells with the microenvironment and promote tumour progression \[[5](#CIT0005)\]. EVs include a broad range of vesicles including exosomes, microvesicles and oncosomes (collectively referred to as EVs in this review). The different subtypes of EVs vary in size and origin but are similar in that when secreted, they can be taken up by other cells, transfer their protein, RNA and DNA cargo, and change the behaviour of the recipient cells \[[6](#CIT0006)\]. Neoplasms in the brain include primary brain malignancies and secondary (metastatic) brain tumours, most commonly originated from lung cancer, breast cancer and melanoma. In primary brain tumours, transfer of EVs between tumour cells and stromal cells can facilitate tumour--microenvironment interactions and enhance processes such as immune modulation and angiogenesis \[[7](#CIT0007)--[11](#CIT0011)\]. Few studies have evaluated the role of EVs in the progression of metastatic brain tumours \[[12](#CIT0012)--[15](#CIT0015)\]. A better understanding of the EV-mediated interactions between metastatic tumour cells and the brain microenvironment can shed light on novel mechanisms driving brain metastasis.

Despite the notable differences between the cells of origin in primary and metastatic brain tumours, these two types of intracranial neoplasms share a microenvironment that while not identical, could be comparable to some extent. Through interactions with the brain microenvironment, metastatic tumour cells develop a number of growth and survival mechanisms, which can be similar to the mechanisms that are characteristically adopted by the transformed brain cells in a primary brain tumour. For instance, neurotrophin 3, a neural growth factor involved in the differentiation of neural progenitor cells during neurogenesis \[[16](#CIT0016)\], is highly expressed by primary brain tumours such as glioma to promote the survival and growth of brain tumour-initiating cells \[[17](#CIT0017)\]. Interestingly, it has been shown that breast cancer cells that metastasize to brain also hijack this mechanism to enhance their growth and survival \[[18](#CIT0018)\]. This and other comparable mechanisms prompted the question as to whether a parallel assessment of the EV literature with respect to tumour--microenvironmental interactions in primary and metastatic brain tumours could inform and enhance our understanding of the potential mechanisms of the EV contribution in brain cancer, in particular in less-studied metastatic brain tumours.

Here, we discuss the mechanisms by which bi-directional transfer of EVs derived from tumour cells and brain stromal cells modulates the different cellular and extracellular components of the tumour microenvironment to promote tumour development and progression. In this context, we compare the role of EVs in primary and metastatic brain tumours, with an aim to achieve novel insights into how a shared microenvironment can affect the EV-based mechanisms of adaptation and progression in primary and metastatic brain tumours of different origins. Understanding these EV-derived mechanisms can reveal novel diagnostic and therapeutic targets. We also discuss the current state of the clinical applications of EVs for diagnosis and treatment of primary and metastatic brain tumours. This review of literature is inclusive of EV studies on all types of primary and metastatic brain tumours that focus on the microenvironment component of the tumour.

Cellular components of the brain tumour microenvironment {#S0002}
========================================================

Endothelial cells {#S0002-S2001}
-----------------

One of the initial events associated with development of a malignancy is the establishment of a vascular network from the existing vasculature through the process of angiogenesis, which provides oxygen and nutrients critical for tumour cell survival and growth \[[19](#CIT0019)\]. Both primary and metastatic brain tumours depend on angiogenesis and are highly vascularized, making them potential targets for anti-angiogenic therapies, although their clinical efficacy has thus far been limited \[[20](#CIT0020),[21](#CIT0021)\]. In addition to angiogenesis, mechanisms such as vessel co-option and vascular mimicry also contribute to providing a blood supply for brain tumours and have been described both for primary and metastatic brain tumours \[[22](#CIT0022),[23](#CIT0023)\]. Angiogenic factors secreted from tumour cells such as vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) and fibroblast growth factor (FGF) along with different pro-inflammatory cytokines, proteases and miRNAs play pivotal roles in tumour angiogenesis \[[19](#CIT0019),[24](#CIT0024),[25](#CIT0025)\]. Tumour-derived EVs are also involved in the process of tumour angiogenesis. This function has most commonly been attributed to EV contents including pro-angiogenic proteins and miRNAs, which can directly trigger the activation of VEGF-dependent and -independent angiogenic pathways in endothelial cells \[[26](#CIT0026)\].

The angiogenic role of tumour-derived EVs in primary brain tumours has been investigated only in the context of glioma/glioblastoma, the most vascularized of all brain tumours ([Figure 1](#F0001)). Early studies demonstrated that EVs released from the U87 glioblastoma cell line contain angiogenic factors such as Interleukin-6 (IL-6), IL-8 and angiogenin and can induce tube formation in human microvascular endothelial cells \[[27](#CIT0027)\]. Other studies have demonstrated the presence of functional angiogenic proteins such as tissue factor, coagulation factor VIIa \[[8](#CIT0008)\], platelet-derived growth factor (PDGF) \[[7](#CIT0007)\], transforming growth factor beta (TGF-β) and C-X-C chemokine receptor type 4 (CXCR4) \[[28](#CIT0028)\] in glioblastoma-derived EVs. In addition, hypoxic glioblastoma EVs were demonstrated to be enriched in a number of angiogenic proteins and promoted stronger angiogenic phenotype in endothelial cells compared to normoxic glioblastoma EVs. Moreover, endothelial cells treated with hypoxic glioblastoma EVs were able to recruit more pericytes, *in vitro* and *in vivo* \[[7](#CIT0007)\]. Glioblastoma EVs contain a variety of proteases such as matrix metalloproteinase 2 (MMP-2), MMP-9, urokinase-type plasminogen activator (uPA) and tissue plasminogen activator (tPA) that increase the proliferation, migration and capillary tube formation of human brain endothelial cells \[[28](#CIT0028)\]. EVs isolated from the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) of glioblastoma patients also induced angiogenesis in human umbilical vein endothelial cells \[[29](#CIT0029)\]. This effect was associated with the activation of the Akt/beta-catenin pathway; however, further investigation is required to evaluate the causal effect of EVs on the activation of this pathway. In accordance with these studies on primary brain tumours, breast cancer-derived-EVs were also shown to be involved in angiogenesis through the interaction of annexin AII on EVs with endothelial tPA \[[30](#CIT0030)\].10.1080/20013078.2019.1627164-F0001Figure 1.**The effect of brain tumour-derived EVs on endothelial cells**. EVs derived from primary and metastatic brain tumour cells can deliver angiogenic proteins and miRNAs and promote an angiogenic phenotype in endothelial cells.

In addition to the pro-angiogenic protein cargo, a number of studies have indicated the importance of non-coding RNAs in the angiogenic function of glioblastoma-derived EVs ([Figure 1](#F0001)). For instance, EVs isolated from the CD133^+^ glioma stem cells derived from the U251 human glioblastoma cell line contain miR-21 that can trigger VEGF signalling in human brain endothelial cells *in vitro* \[[31](#CIT0031)\]. In contrast, miR-1 was demonstrated to be transferred between glioblastoma cells and tumour microenvironment through EVs and had a suppressive effect on angiogenesis, explaining its downregulation in glioblastoma patients \[[11](#CIT0011)\]. While the majority of studies on non-protein contents of EVs have focused on miRNAs, a variety of other non-coding small RNA species have been shown to be enriched in EVs derived from U251 cells. These EVs were shown to modulate the gene expression of human brain endothelial cells, which was considered to be a function of their small RNA content \[[32](#CIT0032)\]. It has also been reported that A172 glioma cell-derived EVs can transfer the long intergenic non-coding RNA, linc-POU3F3, to human brain endothelial cells, resulting in increased expression of FGF, FGFR and VEGF and increased angiogenesis both *in vitro* and *in vivo* \[[33](#CIT0033)\].

The potential contribution of non-coding RNAs in the angiogenic functions of EVs derived from metastatic brain tumours has yet to be evaluated. Comparative miRNA profile analysis of breast cancer cell lines demonstrated an overexpression of miR-210 in cells that specifically metastasize to brain versus the parental cell lines \[[34](#CIT0034)\]. miR-210 has been reported as a pro-angiogenic miRNA in normal adult mouse brain \[[35](#CIT0035)\]. The promising possibility of the involvement of EV miR-210 in breast cancer brain metastasis and angiogenesis requires further study.

In addition to tumour cells, several stromal cells in the tumour microenvironment such as bone marrow-derived tumour-associated macrophages and tissue-resident microglial cells play substantive roles in tumour angiogenesis \[[36](#CIT0036)\]. While the presence of angiogenic factors in stromal cell-derived EVs has been reported previously \[[37](#CIT0037)\], studies evaluating the importance of stromal cell-derived EVs in tumour angiogenesis are still lacking for both primary and metastatic brain tumours. Given the important role of the brain microenvironment in tumour angiogenesis, investigating the potential contribution of stromal cell-derived EVs in this process has the potential to uncover new opportunities for anti-angiogenic therapeutic approaches.

The interaction of EVs with the brain endothelium is not limited to increasing angiogenesis and vascularization. Breast cancer-derived EVs have been shown to facilitate brain metastasis through modulating the permeability of the brain endothelium ([Figure 1](#F0001)). EVs derived from MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cells were shown to decrease the expression of the tight junction molecule, ZO-1, via their cargo of miR-105 \[[15](#CIT0015)\]. Another study on brain-metastatic breast cancer cells also demonstrated an effect of EV miR-181c on the localization of actin filaments, resulting in increased permeability of the brain endothelium \[[14](#CIT0014)\]. The blood--brain barrier is a unique obstacle faced by the disseminated tumour cells metastasizing to the brain, making the potential effects of tumour-derived EVs on the integrity of this barrier of utmost importance.

Immune cells {#S0002-S2002}
------------

A growing body of literature demonstrates that immune cells within the tumour microenvironment induce both stimulatory and inhibitory effects on tumour progression and resulting patient prognosis. The impact of these complicated tumour--immune cell interactions largely depends on the type and the location of the tumour \[[38](#CIT0038)\].

In the brain, resident immune cells including microglia and astrocytes along with infiltrating macrophages, neutrophils and lymphocytes form the immune component of the tumour microenvironment \[[39](#CIT0039)\]. In glioma, tumour-associated myeloid cells, including both recruited macrophages and resident microglia, constitute up to 40% of the cells in the tumour microenvironment \[[40](#CIT0040)\]. These cells facilitate the proliferation and invasion of glioma cells through secreting a variety of factors such as epidermal growth factor \[[41](#CIT0041)\]. In brain metastasis, recruitment of microglia/macrophages to the site of tumour has been shown to occur during early stages of brain metastasis \[[42](#CIT0042)\]. Immunohistochemistry analyses on human glioma samples have demonstrated significant infiltration of neutrophils in the majority of patients, particularly those with higher grade gliomas \[[43](#CIT0043)\]. While our understanding of the mechanisms by which tumour-infiltrating neutrophils contribute to tumour growth is incomplete, multiple studies have shown S100A proteins and elastase secreted by neutrophils can increase the proliferation and invasion of tumour cells, respectively \[[44](#CIT0044),[45](#CIT0045)\]. Tumour-infiltrating lymphocytes have also been observed in patients with primary and metastatic brain tumours \[[39](#CIT0039)\]. The balance between the pro- and anti-tumour effects of tumour-infiltrating lymphocytes relies on the composition of this cell population in the tumour microenvironment. For instance, infiltration of CD4^+^ CD25^+^ FOXP3^+^ regulatory T cells in the tumour microenvironment has been reported for glioblastoma and brain metastasis in patient samples but not in benign brain tumours \[[46](#CIT0046)\].

The immunoregulatory potential of EVs was initially described in a fundamental study by Raposo and coworkers who demonstrated the secretion of major histocompatibility complex (MHC II)-containing EVs from B cells \[[47](#CIT0047)\]. This study along with many others \[[48](#CIT0048),[49](#CIT0049)\] helped to establish the field of EV-based immunomodulation, which has grown to become an active area of investigation, particularly in cancer biology. Studies on EVs derived from immune cells have predominantly demonstrated anti-tumour effects. EVs derived from antigen presenting cells (APCs) contain MHC complexes and can directly or indirectly activate CD8^+^ and CD4^+^ T cells. Dendritic cell-derived EVs can also induce a pro-inflammatory cytokine profile. In contrast, EVs derived from tumour cells most commonly induce pro-tumourigenic immune modulations. For instance, populations of tumour-derived EVs were shown to suppress the activity of natural killer cells \[[50](#CIT0050)\] and to enhance the activity of myeloid-derived suppressor cells \[[51](#CIT0051)\], both leading to tumour immune surveillance and progression.

The immune modulating role of EVs derived from primary brain tumours has been evaluated for glioblastoma ([Figure 2](#F0002)). EVs derived from glioblastoma cell lines were reported to induce a tumour-supporting M2-like phenotype in microglia cells *in vitro*, as shown by upregulation of Arg-1. The expression of tumour-promoting cytokines such as IL-6 was increased, while immunogenic cytokines such as IL-16 were downregulated. Intravital microscopy showed that glioblastoma-derived EVs were taken up by microglial cells *in vivo*. This transfer of EVs led to the transfer of miR-21 and the suppression of its target, c-Myc, demonstrating the functionality of the EV transferred miRNA \[[10](#CIT0010)\]. This study supports the concept that the *in vivo* communication between glioblastoma and microglial cells can occur through tumour-derived EVs. The induction of the M2-like phenotype was also demonstrated in another study where patient-derived peripheral blood monocytes were treated with glioblastoma-derived EVs *in vitro*. The expression of M2 phenotype marker, CD163, as well as tumour-supporting cytokines such as IL-6, monocyte chemoattract protein-1 and VEGF was increased \[[9](#CIT0009)\]. In another study, transfer of cre recombinase mRNA through EVs derived from transplanted cre-expressing glioblastoma cells demonstrated the Gr1^+^ CD11b^+^ myeloid-derived suppressor cell population to be the prominent recipients of glioblastoma EVs in the tumour microenvironment \[[52](#CIT0052)\]. This transfer was suggested to potentially lead to an immunosuppressive microenvironment, but this was not directly demonstrated for glioblastoma EVs. T cells can also be affected by glioma-derived EVs.10.1080/20013078.2019.1627164-F0002Figure 2.**The effect of brain tumour-derived EVs on immune cells**. EVs derived from primary brain tumour cells can induce an M2 phenotype in microglia and decrease the cytotoxicity of the CD8 + T cells. Metastatic brain tumour EVs can activate microglia through the TLR receptor.

Interestingly, glioma EVs were shown to have a dose-dependent effect on the T cells isolated from peripheral blood mononuclear cells, inducing an immunosuppressive phenotype only in high concentrations \[[53](#CIT0053)\]. In another study, incubation of EVs isolated from plasma of glioblastoma patients with peripheral blood monocytes from healthy donors led to an inhibitory effect on the proliferation of CD4^+^ T cells \[[54](#CIT0054)\]. This inhibitory effect was further demonstrated to be mediated through EVs inducing a suppressive phenotype in CD14^+^ monocytes. More recently, it was shown that a subpopulation of EVs isolated from glioblastoma stem-like cells contain functional PDL-1 and were able to suppress T cell activation through direct interaction with PD1 \[[55](#CIT0055)\]. These authors also demonstrated that PDL-1 DNA was detected in plasma EVs from glioblastoma patients and correlated with tumour volume, suggestive of a potential biomarker.

Similar to primary brain tumours, metastatic brain tumours can communicate with macrophages/microglia in the brain through EVs ([Figure 2](#F0002)). EVs derived from breast tumours could interact with the Toll-like receptor 2 (TLR2) on macrophages and could stimulate the nuclear factor kappa-light-chain-enhancer of activated B cells (NF-κb) signalling pathway, leading to an increase in pro-inflammatory cytokines such as IL-6 and tumor necrosis factor alpha (TNF-α) \[[56](#CIT0056)\]. Consistent with this study, EVs released from drug-resistant MCF7 breast cancer cell line also stimulated the expression of IL-6 and decreased the chemotaxis ability of macrophages \[[57](#CIT0057)\]. The relationship between the EV-macrophage interactions and the development and progression of breast cancer brain metastasis was not evaluated in either of these studies and requires further investigation.

Overall, these studies demonstrate that EVs derived from both metastatic and primary tumours can induce a tumour-promoting phenotype in resident microglial cells and infiltrating macrophages. Given the prominent role of macrophages in brain tumour progression, these findings can potentially contribute to the development of actionable immunotherapeutic targets. The importance of the other components of the immune microenvironment in the brain cannot be neglected and studying the EV-based modulation of these components holds promise for novel discoveries regarding the role of the immune microenvironment in promoting primary and metastatic brain tumours.

Brain-specific cells {#S0002-S2003}
--------------------

A variety of cell types including astrocytes, oligodendrocytes, neurons and microglia are specific to the brain and can play a role in the brain tumour microenvironment. In the brain microenvironment, astrocytes are one of the major host cells that establish interactions with primary and metastatic tumour cells and play major roles in promoting tumour cell survival and growth \[[58](#CIT0058),[59](#CIT0059)\]. The current knowledge of the role of astrocyte-derived EVs in primary brain tumours is limited. EV transfer of alpha-crystallin B chain (CRYAB) from astrocytoma U373 cells was demonstrated to be involved in tumour cell resistance to apoptosis, a hallmark of cancer \[[60](#CIT0060)\]. Whether normal astrocytes in the tumour microenvironment can also promote tumour growth by transferring CRYAB-containing EVs to tumour cells is a potential mechanism that remains to be explored. Moreover, EVs released from astrocytes as well as the U87MG glioblastoma cell line contain mitochondrial DNA \[[61](#CIT0061)\]. A recent study demonstrated that cancer-associated fibroblasts could transfer their mitochondrial DNA to breast cancer cells via their EVs to induce an escape from metabolic dormancy in the cancer cells \[[62](#CIT0062)\]. Given these recent findings, it is of interest to determine whether the mitochondrial DNA found in astrocyte EVs can have any effect on the progression of primary and metastatic brain tumours.

In contrast to these potential promoting effects of astrocyte-derived EVs on tumour cells, tumour-derived EVs (oligodendroglioma G26/24 cell line) were shown to contain tumour necrosis factor-related apoptosis-inducing ligand (TRAIL) and could induce astrocyte apoptosis *in vitro* \[[63](#CIT0063)\] ([Figure 3](#F0003)). This process was suggested to be a mechanism by which tumour cells create space for expansion. The significance of this finding has not been evaluated *in vivo*.10.1080/20013078.2019.1627164-F0003Figure 3.**The effect of brain tumour-derived EVs on brain-specific cells**. Astrocytes can be affected by EVs from primary and metastatic brain tumours. Astrocyte-derived EVs can affect breast cancer brain metastasis through decreasing the PTEN expression.

Studies on brain metastasis indicate that the EV-based interactions between astrocyte and metastatic tumour cells are mainly pro-tumourigenic ([Figure 3](#F0003)). Astrocyte EVs were shown to transfer miR-19a to metastatic breast cancer cells, which downregulated PTEN and enhanced the proliferation of the recipient tumour cells \[[13](#CIT0013)\]. A series of elaborate *in vitro* and *in vivo* experiments demonstrated that EV transfer of this miRNA is critical for the downregulation of PTEN, a common feature of breast cancer brain metastasis. In line with these studies, breast cancer derived-EVs were also shown to affect the metabolic status of brain metastases. It was demonstrated that tumour EVs can transfer miR-122 to astrocytes and reduce glucose uptake by these cells. This effect increased the availability of glucose in the brain for the metastatic tumour cells, enabling their initial expansion in the brain \[[12](#CIT0012)\].

Microglia and oligodendrocytes as well as neurons are among the other specialized cells in the brain that can contribute to tumour progression. The EV-based mechanisms of microglia--tumour interactions have been reported in multiple studies \[[9](#CIT0009),[10](#CIT0010),[56](#CIT0056),[57](#CIT0057)\] as discussed in detail in the immune section of this review. The role of oligodendrocytes and neurons in these EV-based interactions is yet to be understood. Neurons have been reported to lack the ability to take up breast cancer-derived EVs within a 48-h incubation time \[[12](#CIT0012)\]. The possibility exists that the uptake of EVs by neurons occurs through fusion with the plasma membrane, which would be difficult to detect through tracing the EV fluorescent labels. Moreover, it must be noted that the effect of EVs on recipient cells does not merely rely on the uptake of EVs and can occur through surface interactions with the receptors on the cell membrane.

Extracellular components of the brain tumour microenvironment {#S0003}
=============================================================

The extracellular matrix, predominantly composed of proteins and glycosaminoglycans (GAGs), not only provides a scaffold for the growth and expansion of tumour cells but also functions in various ways to enhance tumour development. The ECM serves as a reservoir for different growth factors, which can be released and presented to their receptors upon modulation of the ECM. ECM components can also directly trigger signalling pathways in tumour cells promoting their survival, proliferation and invasion abilities \[[64](#CIT0064)\].

Brain ECM is unique both in terms of its components and structure. Similar to many other organs, the ECM that forms the basement membrane surrounding the brain vasculature, *i.e*. the perivascular ECM, is mainly comprised of fibrous proteins such as collagen, fibronectin and laminin, whereas the parenchymal ECM surrounding the neural and glial cells in the brain is abundant in hyaluronan and proteoglycans and has a very limited amount of fibrous proteins \[[65](#CIT0065)\]. Some of these components, such as brevicans, are specific to brain and nervous tissues and have been reported to enhance tumour progression and angiogenesis in high-grade primary brain tumours \[[66](#CIT0066)\]. ECM receptors such as CD44, the main receptor for hyaluronan, are also upregulated in glioma and meningioma cells, indicating the importance of tumour--ECM interactions for tumour progression \[[67](#CIT0067)\]. Unlike the other aspects of the microenvironment discussed in this review, the ECM composition surrounding the tumour differs between primary and metastatic brain tumours. Primary brain tumours often demonstrate an infiltrative pattern of growth while brain metastases, except for late-stage metastases, most frequently remain confined to the brain vasculature and grow along the vessels (*i.e*. vessel co-option). As a result, tumour--ECM interactions in primary tumours involve the parenchymal ECM, whereas in brain metastases, these interactions prominently occur within the fibrous perivascular ECM. This difference was indeed highlighted in a comparison of the ECM associated with glioblastoma and lung cancer brain metastasis, where a distinct pattern of ECM alterations was demonstrated for each type \[[68](#CIT0068)\]. Proteoglycans such as brevican and neurocans were more abundant in glioblastoma \[[68](#CIT0068)\]. These inherent differences should guide the design of studies on tumour ECM modulation in primary and metastatic brain tumours.

Potential involvement of tumour-derived EVs in ECM modulation is supported by proteomics studies that indicate the presence of a variety of adhesion molecules as well as proteases and glycosidases on tumour-derived EVs \[[69](#CIT0069)\]. Whether these EV proteins are functionally active and whether they play a role in cancer progression is a matter of active investigation. A comprehensive analysis of the interactions of pancreatic adenocarcinoma EVs with different ECM molecules *in vitro* demonstrated that EVs can bind to ECM through their integrins and CD44. Moreover, these EVs were shown to contain active proteases, such as MMPs and ADAMs, capable of degrading the ECM components and promoting tumour growth \[[70](#CIT0070)\].

The role of EVs derived from primary and metastatic brain tumours in ECM modulation has been studied to a limited extent ([Figure 4](#F0004)). In primary brain tumours, the direct role of tumour-derived EVs in modulation of ECM has yet to be elucidated. However, the current evidence suggests that EVs are capable of inducing ECM-modulating phenotypes in cells within the tumour microenvironment. EVs isolated from the glioblastoma U87 cell line increased the expression of MMP-14 in patient-derived microglia after 72 h of incubation, suggesting a potential indirect role for these EVs in modulation of the ECM \[[9](#CIT0009)\]. In metastatic brain tumours, evidence of both a direct and indirect role of EVs in modulation of ECM in the brain microenvironment has been reported. EVs derived from the breast cancer MDA-MB-231 cell line were shown to contain annexin AII, which induced an increase in plasmin activity and promoted angiogenesis \[[30](#CIT0030)\]. Annexin AII is a major co-receptor for plasminogen and tPA and is involved in the activation of plasmin that can degrade a variety of ECM component. Treatment of mice with Annexin AII^+^ EVs also led to an increase in the expression of MMP-9. The mechanism by which EVs induced this increase in expression has yet to be elucidated \[[30](#CIT0030)\].10.1080/20013078.2019.1627164-F0004Figure 4.**The effect of brain tumour-derived EVs on extracellular matrix**. EVs derived from primary and metastatic brain tumour cells can increase the degradation of extracellular matrix directly through activation of tPA and indirectly via an increase in expression of MMPs.

As evident by the limited number of studies on the role of EVs in ECM modulation in primary and metastatic brain tumours, many aspects of this process remain obscure. Further investigation of EV-based ECM modulation in the brain is necessary in order to understand the process involved in tumour progression. A comparison between the ability of EVs derived from primary and metastatic brain tumours to interact with and modulate the ECM can provide valuable insights into the mechanisms driving the different infiltrative behaviour of primary and metastatic brain tumours.

Clinical applications of EVs in primary and metastatic brain tumours {#S0004}
====================================================================

Along with their role as mediators of cancer progression, EVs have also shown promise in diagnostic and therapeutic applications. The potential of EVs as biomarkers for brain cancer detection was initially demonstrated when EVs isolated from the CSF of glioblastoma patients were shown to contain mutant EGFRvIII RNA \[[27](#CIT0027)\]. Interestingly, when compared to matched tissue samples, CSF EVs could identify two patients with EGFRvIII mutations that were previously identified to be negative for this mutation based on tissue analyses \[[27](#CIT0027)\]. Since then, EVs containing a variety of proteins and mRNAs/miRNAs have been correlated to the prognosis of patients with glioblastoma \[[7](#CIT0007),[27](#CIT0027),[71](#CIT0071),[72](#CIT0072)\] suggesting their potential as biomarkers of disease progression. One such example is a study in which Annexin v-containing EVs derived from the sera of glioblastoma patients undergoing chemoradiation were demonstrated to have a positive association with earlier recurrence of the disease \[[71](#CIT0071)\]. EVs have also been introduced as potential companion diagnostics for monitoring treatment efficacy. O^6^-methylguanine DNA methyltransferase and alkylpurine-DNA-N-glycosylase are two enzymes that have been reported to inversely correlate with the efficacy of temozolomide treatment. Evaluation of the EVs isolated from the sera of seven glioblastoma patients demonstrated that alterations in the mRNA levels of these two enzymes can potentially be used as a predictive tool for treatment efficacy \[[73](#CIT0073)\]. Several studies have introduced novel techniques such as single EV analysis and microfluidic approaches to increase the sensitivity of EV detection for diagnostic purposes in glioblastoma and hold great promise for advancing this field \[[74](#CIT0074)--[76](#CIT0076)\].

EVs have also been used to transfer therapeutic mRNA \[[77](#CIT0077)\], miRNA \[[78](#CIT0078)\] and siRNA \[[79](#CIT0079)\] to glioma cells. For instance, the delivery of miR-9 and miR-146 in stem cell-derived EVs reduced resistance to temozolomide *in vitro* \[[78](#CIT0078)\] and decreased glioblastoma growth in a rat model \[[80](#CIT0080)\], respectively. A recent study demonstrated the benefits of combining miRNAs in EV-based cancer therapies to induce synergistic therapeutic function \[[81](#CIT0081)\]. The authors identified a combination of miRNAs downregulated in glioblastoma patients including miR-124, 128 and 137 that target mRNAs with interdependent functions in epigenetic regulation. Transfer of these miRNAs via EVs was demonstrated *invivo* and were associated with prolonged survival when used in combination with chemotherapy in a murine glioblastoma model \[[81](#CIT0081)\]. The potential of EVs as cancer vaccines has also been tested. For instance, dendritic cells treated with tumour-derived EVs were shown to have the potential to be used as vaccines as they could induce anti-tumour T cell response in *in vitro* and *in vivo* glioma models \[[82](#CIT0082)\]. The absence of clinical studies on the application of EVs as diagnostic and therapeutic agents for metastatic brain tumours reflects the limited number of mechanistic EV studies of metastatic brain tumours. Advancing our understanding of EV-based tumour--microenvironment interactions in both primary and metastatic brain tumours has the potential to lead us to the development of effective EV-based clinical applications.

Conclusions {#S0005}
===========

It is now widely acknowledged that extracellular vesicles can play a major role in tumour progression and invasion, by affecting both tumour cells and stromal cells in the tumour microenvironment and pre-metastatic niches. While many efforts have been made to determine the pathological role and the translational potential of EVs in primary brain tumours, the role of EVs in metastatic brain cancer has been far less studied and is yet equally significant. Moreover, the limited number of studies on the role of EVs in brain metastatic tumours has predominantly focused on breast cancer brain metastasis. Establishing animal models that can reliably recapitulate brain metastasis from other cancers that commonly metastasize to brain (*e.g*. lung cancer and melanoma) is a necessary step toward expanding the studies on the role of EVs in metastatic brain tumours. Similarly, the majority of studies on primary brain tumours involved high-grade tumours of glial origin such as glioblastoma, most likely due to the high incidence and aggressiveness of these tumours. As a result, there is a gap in our current knowledge of the behavior of EVs in low-grade glial primary brain tumours or primary tumours of other cellular origins such as neuronal tumours.

In this review, we have focused on the common microenvironment shared between primary and metastatic brain tumours to evaluate the effects of EVs on the development and progression of these types of cancer. The EV-based interactions of primary and metastatic tumour cells with the brain microenvironment support the prominent effects of tumour microenvironment on the mechanisms by which brain tumour cells, regardless of their origin, undertake to support their growth and progression. This perspective can direct the future EV research in metastatic and primary brain tumours toward actionable translational endpoints. It is important to note that most EV studies on primary and metastatic brain tumours predominantly rely on *in vitro* experiments and *in vivo* models that might not provide a representative recapitulation of the disease. Determining the physiologic relevance of the reported findings is a prerequisite to reach translation goals in the EV field.
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